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Eurodoc News
EU Parliament sends copyright law back for revision
5th of July 2018 the European Parliament voted by 318 to 278
votes to reject the negotiating mandate to start trilogue
negotiations with the European Council and European
Commission on the new copyright directive, as proposed by their
Legal Affairs Committee. This means that the Members of Parliament (MEPs)
now have the opportunity to discuss contentious articles before the next session
of the European Parliament in September 2018. Read more...

Eurodoc open letter to European Parliament on
copyright directive
In our Eurodoc Open Letter to European Parliament on Copyright
Directive we call upon all Members of the European Parliament to
VOTE NO on the proposal for a Directive on Copyright in the
Digital Single Market [File 2016/0280(COD)] on 05 July
2018. Eurodoc expresses serious concerns about Articles 3, 11, and 13 of the
copyright directive, which place unwarranted restrictions on the text-and-data
mining of copyrighted works, give overly extensive rights to press publishers for
the online use of press content, and sweepingly oblige requests for
authorisation or automatic filtering for uploading online content. Read more...

Eurodoc survey on the structure of the doctorates
across Europe
The Eurodoc survey was prepared by the Doctoral Training
Working Groups (DTWG) to analyze the diverse landscape of
doctorates across Europe (yet, from Norway, The Netherlands,
Italy, Poland, Ukraine and Czech Republic). In this survey,
doctorate is understood as the institutional frameworks and processes geared
towards the completion of a doctoral degree, and doctoral candidate is a person
enrolled in a doctorate. Read more...

Graduate SPIRIT survey: your action is needed!
Eurodoc collaborates with the Erasmus+ project 'Graduate
SPIRIT' (Graduate School Programme for International
Researchers and Interdisciplinary Training). The project focuses
on the triple-I (interdisciplinary, international and intersectoral)
training for ECR's and has a specific interest for intersectoral and
interdisciplinary doctoral programmes within Humanities and Social Sciences.
We kindly ask you all to spread this survey to all organizers of doctoral training
within your countries and networks (and in particular those targeting
Humanities and Social Sciences). Read more...

"A balancing act" - Eurodoc article on careers of
ECRs in Science Impact
A balancing act is a new Eurodoc article in which president Gareth
O’Neill and General Board Member Emanuele Storti elucidate the
ways in which the European Council of Doctoral Candidates and
Junior Researchers is seeking to revolutionise the career
development and mobility of early-career researchers in Europe. Read more...

European PhD forum - Eurodoc facebook group
"European PhD Forum" is the new group on Facebook run by
Eurodoc open to our members and all European PhDs to discuss
topics related to Research and ask information. We encourage you
to publish video, pictures (even funny) and information related to
research. Read more...

Eurodoc attended the 2nd HEIRRI Conference
Eurodoc representatives attended the conference “Education
towards a responsible society, transforming universities through
RRI” HEIRRI is a European project, funded under the Horizon
2020 programme. The project aims to promote the integration of

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) within the education of future
scientists, engineers and other professionals involved in the Research and
Innovation (R&I) process. Read more...

Members News
Association of Italian PhD candidates and PhDs
(ADI) turns 20
During the celebration, Renzo Rubele, one of the former presidents
of Eurodoc, spoke about origins of the associations and the project
realized in Europe. We wish to realize new exciting projects in
Europe with Italian contribution. Happy Anniversary, ADI! Read
more...

Survey for Slovak researchers
Learning Makes Sense project (To dá rozum) focused to design a
proposal for the comprehensive change of the Slovak education
system. For this reason, it has been prepared a Survey for Slovak
researchers and teachers at higher education institutes and other
Research institutions abroad. Read more...

Stakeholder & Partner News
Delivering talent: Careers of researchers inside and
outside academia - report of LERU
Report of League of European Research Universities (LERU)
relates to the management of careers of ECR inside and outside the
academia and how research institutions might contribute to that.
Read more...

"Open-science movement gains ground" - article
in Research Europe
Eurodoc president Gareth O'Neill has been interviewed by
Research Europe. Early-career researchers find it easier than most
to adopt open-science practices, Gareth O'Neill said, because they
have ”a totally different concept of privacy than a generation back;
certainly different to the professors”. But, he said, many still remain unaware of

what open science means and who can help them at their institution. Read
more...

European Open Science Cloud - Strategic
Implementation Roadmap
The EOSC aims to create a trusted environment for hosting and
processing research data to support EU science in its global leading
role. It's Strategic Implementation Roadmap has been launched on
24th May. Read more...

Eurodoc contribution to the event - EHEA Ministerial
Conference Paris 2018
Gareth O'Neill and Farouk Allouche represented Eurodoc
at Ministerial Conference held in Paris on May 24-25. It was
opened to registered European Higher Education Area (EHEA)
delegations and included a Bologna Policy Forum that was an
opportunity to pursue a dialogue between EHEA and non-EHEA
countries. Eurodoc president, Gareth O'Neill, was interviewed regarding the
status of PhD candidates here. Read more...

Upcoming Events
OpenCon 2018
02-04.11.2018

Empowering the Next Generation to Advance
Open Access, Open Education and Open Data.

Toronto

Enable
Symposium 2018

The 2nd European PhD and Postdoc symposium:
The Promise of Future Medicine: From Research

06-09.11.2018

to Therapy.

Copenhagen

Career Workshop
4-7.12.2018
Luxembourg

New edition of Cross-border Postdoctoriales workshop is dedicated to postdocs and
unemployed doctorate holders.
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